SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Recognizing All Types

SEXUAL COERCION
- relentless pressure for sex
- sexual assault
- threatening professional consequences unless sexual demands are met
- nude images posted at work
- rape
- sexual insults
  - e.g., "for a good time call...,"
  - calling someone a whore

UNWANTED SEXUAL ATTENTION
- relentless pressure for dates
- unwanted sexual discussions
- unwanted groping or stroking
- offensive sexual teasing
- religiously pressured for dates
- sexist insults
  - e.g., "women don’t belong in science"
- offensive sexual remarks
- e.g., "pu**y"
- sexist name calling
  - e.g., "slut," "bitch," c**t"

PUBLIC AWARENESS
- sexual assault
- rape
- sexual insults
  - e.g., "for a good time call...,"
  - calling someone a whore
- offensive sexual Remarks
  - e.g., "pu**y"
- sexist name calling
  - e.g., "slut," "bitch," c**t"
- sexual corruption
- sexist sexual comments
  - e.g., "women don’t belong in science"
- offensive sex Remarks
- gender slurs
- e.g., "pu**y"
- sexist name calling
  - e.g., "slut," "bitch," c**t"

GENDER HARASSMENT
- sexual assault
- rape
- sexual insults
  - e.g., "for a good time call...,"
  - calling someone a whore
- offensive sexual Remarks
- gender slurs
- e.g., "pu**y"
- sexist name calling
  - e.g., "slut," "bitch," c**t"
- sexual corruption
- sexist sexual comments
  - e.g., "women don’t belong in science"
- offensive sex Remarks
- sexist name calling
  - e.g., "slut," "bitch," c**t"

#ScienceToo
www.nationalacademies.org/sexualharassment
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